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What Is A Biobank?
 Any collection of biospecimens or genetic material

 with or without associated data

 Retained for sharing and/or future uses

 May be with or without identifiers

 May be “de jure”
 biorepository designed for storage and sharing

 REB-approved scope, consent forms, oversight

 May be “de facto”
 materials kept in lab freezer = accidental bank

 casual sharing creates accidental bank

 You are a biobanker if you have:
 kept any specimens beyond clinical need or after the end of the 

study

 used any specimens for purposes not related to the purpose of 
initial collection

 shared any specimens with anyone else



The Biobanking Boom

Big banks needed/wanted:
 HapMap project

 gene-environment interactions 

 Genome-Wide Association Studies

 Newborn blood spots

 All hospitalized persons

 Families with a disease or condition worldwide

 Statewide & national disease registries

 Adding biospecimen collection to large 

longitudinal studies

 Linking to medical records and other phenotypic 

data, continually updated



Banking Specimens for 

Future Research

Why? Where? For how long? Who has 
access?

With or without identifiers? Re-contact?

Setting up a research biobank must have 
REB approval

But what about using the biobank?
 if user cannot access identifiers

perception: risks of harm to individual subjects 
are low

Continued oversight needed



“IOC to Store Athletes’ Test  

Samples for Eight Years”

--A. J. Perez, USA Today, 28 July 2008

Previously, samples were stored for 30 or 

90 days

New rule makes Beijing Olympic athletes 

subject to results of new tests developed 

anytime during the 8-year period, which 

matches WADA’s statute of limitations



New Technologies,

New Capacities,

New Questions
What do biospecimen providers need to know?

What should they be told?

What role should they play?
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Critical Issues to  Examine

Confidentiality & Privacy

Return of Results & Incidental Findings

Interpretation & Dissemination of Results

Group Interests

Informed Consent

Ownership & Control



Is Confidentiality Desirable?

 Legal protections from genetic discrimination 

are (no surprise) incomplete

De-identification may sometimes make data 

less useful

PGP: “We believe individuals from the general public have a vital 

role to play in making personal genomes useful. We are recruiting 

volunteers who are willing to share their genome sequence and many 

types of personal information with the research community and the 

general public, so that together we will be better able to advance our 

understanding of genetic and environmental contributions to human 

traits and to improve our ability to diagnose, treat, and prevent 

illness.”

 www.personalgenomes.org



Research with

Genetic & Phenotypic Information

Confidentiality vs. “De-Identification”
Large data sets combine genetic data with 

phenotypic data, and continually link new data 

Data-sharing plans spread information widely

Risks of Harm to Individuals & Groups
Large data sets merge and research questions 

change over time

Who monitors whether changes in scope change 
risks or affect willingness to continue research 
contribution?





Is Confidentiality Possible?

Can confidentiality be preserved when re-
identification is increasingly possible?

Ongoing data linkage:
how to safeguard sensitive information?

how to enable continuing data collection?

monitoring the balance

Harms to individuals versus harms to groups

Role of the REB:
 require improved data security?

 require improved risk disclosure?

both? neither? other?



Returning Results & 

Incidental Findings
Can confidentiality be preserved when re-

identification is increasingly wanted?

Recontact if medically significant 
information is found?
what is significant – and who decides?

nature, magnitude, likelihood, timeliness

privacy tradeoffs
how long is contact information kept?

whose duty is this?
who has the knowledge to determine medical significance?

contact information and knowledge may be widely separated

 information and oversight infrastructure could be 
extensive (and expensive)





Interpretation & 

Dissemination of Findings

Group interests and group harms
REBs often do not consider, but their 

significance is acknowledged (and growing)

Dissemination of research results:
 How should results be described?

race/ethnicity categories are inadequate or 
pernicious

“personalized genome” is a long way off 

Duties of investigators, sponsors, institutions?

communicating with public about meaning 
(and limits) of genetic information



Should Groups Have a 

Research Voice?
Group rights & interests

 Individuals’ choices about scope of research 

using information from them may (should?) 

reflect concerns about groups even when 

individuals are not identifiable:

 individuals with family histories of stigmatized 

conditions

African-Americans, Native Americans, Ashkenazi 

Jews, other First Peoples & racial or ethnic groups

Reporting and dissemination can stigmatize and 

foster discrimination 





Information and Identity

Havasupai Tribe v. Arizona State University

“just stuff” (U.S. perspective)

“I saw my mother” (Maori health researcher 
studying anonymized medical records)

Genetic essentialism & group identification

disease to personality trait to behavior

nature + nurture + culture

Who is responsible for responsible 
description & dissemination? (abstract 
example)



Informed Consent: Scope? 

 individuals deserve to know they may be 
contributing to research

 opt-out mechanisms?
 initial choice vs. changed research scope

public deserves to know value of research using 
biorepositories & combining genetic and 
phenotypic data

how should groups be involved?

Havasupai consent form example



Ownership & Control

Who owns your DNA? Is ownership the right 
term? 
The research subject who provides biospecimens to 

the biobank?

The investigator whose study collects them?

The bank that extracts, processes, catalogues, and 
stores them?

The investigator who withdraws them from the bank 
for further study?

 The institution (e.g., university or industry) that 
houses and supports the biobank?

Can future uses be monitored & controlled?
Recordkeeping burden, privacy risk
New IT + willingness + creativity = control?



A Citizenship Model

for Biobanking & Research

protection model
analogy to patients

 focus on rights & limiting power

 limited consent 

utility model
analogy to consumers

 focus on data security & public health

blanket consent

citizenship model
agency, awareness, democratic engagement

 focus on increasing science literacy, database 
transparency

broad consent with opt-out mechanism
 --Vilhjalmur Arnason, University of Iceland



Approaches to Informed Consent for 

Research on Stored Biospecimens 
 Specific consent:

 Research participants are recontacted and asked to consent for each new use of 

their specimen or information that is outside the scope of the original consent.

 Tiered consent:

 At the time samples are collected, research participants are presented with a menu 

of options from which to choose, e.g., general permission for future use, consent 

only for future uses related to the original study topic, consent for future uses 

unrelated to the original study topic, and requiring investigators to obtain specific 

consent for any future use that differs from the original study.

 General permission:

 At the time samples are collected, research participants are asked to permit all 

future uses that a qualified ethical review board determines to be scientifically 

meritorious and ethically defensible.

 Presumed consent:

 At the time samples are collected, research participants are informed that their 

specimens will be used in future research unless they expressly deny permission.

--Mello MM & Wolf LE: The Havasupai Indian Tribe Case –-

Lessons for Research Involving Stored Biologic Samples. NEJM 2010;363:204-207



Conclusions & 

Recommendations
Utility of research using biospecimens and 

genetic/phenotypic data is not sufficient 
justification for minimal oversight of 
downstream data sharing and new uses

 Informing & involving public can increase science 
literacy without constraining researchers

Awareness of data sensitivity, for both 
individuals & groups, can increase both 
researcher understanding & public trust

Bioinformatics has capacity to tag & tailor 
research uses to benefit both public health & 
public interest


